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Sunday, November  2. 2008

PSPMSX: MSX Emulator for PSP v1.4.1

Hi All,

For those who haven't seen previous versions, fMSX is a famous emulator of the  MSX, MSX2, and MSX2+ 8bit home
computers.  
It runs MSX/MSX2/MSX2+ software on many different platforms including Windows and Unix. 
See http://fms.komkon.org/fMSX/ for further informations. 
It has been first written by Marat Fayzullin, and later Vincent van Dam ported it on SDL.

What's new in version 1.4.1 :

- Finally fix issue with "Home -> Exit" !
- Text editor to write your own comments on games
- Display first comment line while browsing game files
- Digital pad is now usable in file requester
  even when danzeff keyboard is displayed
- Fix inconsistency between zip rom file names and save game name.
- Improve cheat menu & memory monitoring engine
- Text editor to modify the global cheat.txt file
- Tested on new FW 5x-M33
- Bug fix in unzip function (if you tried to unzip
  more than 10 files, it wasn't able to open any
  other files, and you had to restart the emulator)
- Add option to disable auto fire in settings menu

How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.

pspmsx-v1.4.1-fw5x.zip

pspmsx-v1.4.1-fw15.zip

pspmsx-v1.4.1-src.zip

This should be the last release, (before the next one as always)

  Enjoy,          Zx.

If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it there :
zx81's forum on dcemu network  or zx81's forum on qj.net

 Posted by zx-81 in MSX at 15:22

Great work indeed!
But is there a way to write a BASIC programme using IR keyboard?
    Zuki on Nov 10 2008, 14:38

You can give it a try 

Zx
    zx-81 on Nov 11 2008, 23:13
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Oh! Works great!!!  It was pikey issue, I am sorry for dumb question.
    Zuki on Nov 12 2008, 12:08

Great! I use this emulator every day!
Thanks zx-81!
    k.t on Dec 21 2008, 10:02

Glad to see you enjoy it 

Zx
    zx-81 on Dec 23 2008, 08:12

Thanks to you Zx-81 i am able to play Vampire Killer on my PSP. I dont know if you have been asked this before but will we ever see
a Sharp X68000 emulator for the PSP?
Thanks
    Anonymous on Dec 23 2008, 18:52
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